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WELCOME TO THE THIRD DIPLAT NEWSLETTER – WITH A FOCUS ON CNC CONTROL, CAM
SYSTEMS AND DIPLAT PARTNER: ZEEKO

DIPLAT is a 42 month research project funded by the
European Commission under the FP7 Programme to
inves gate and demonstrate: "Enabling advanced
func onali es of Diamond and other ultra-hard materials
by Integrated Pulsed Laser Abla on Technologies"

Zeeko Ltd– ultra precision solu ons for complex surfaces
Zeeko Ltd is a UK based Manufacturing and Technology
Company. Within the DIPLAT consor um, Zeeko provides
exper se in both the control of complex mul -axes CNC
systems and the development and applica on of
CAD/CAM solu ons for non-conven onal machining.
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About Zeeko
Established in 2000, Zeeko has progressed from being a start-up company with innovative technology to
polish ultra precision surfaces for telescope mirrors and other optical surfaces, to become a market leading
company with a wide polishing and metrology product portfolio that competes impressively in a global market
place. Zeeko remains to be an innovative and dynamic technology based business with globally protected
Intellectual Property.
Zeeko specialises in the manufacturing and commercialisation of Ultra-Precision Polishing Machines famously
known as the Intelligent Robotic Polishers (IRP). They are
used for fabricating high precision optics, orthopaedic joints,
semiconductor applications and precision moulds in a
number of different materials. Those machines will not only
polish a surface to make it “more shiny/ reﬂective etc” but will
also, by polishing greater amounts of material from the high
spots and less from the low spots, correct the shape of the
surface at the high precision nanometric level.
“ZeekoClassic” tooling on IRP600 machine

Complex multi-axes systems
The machines are supplied with state of the art CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design/Manufacturing) and
metrology analysis software developed in house, as well as the processes suitable for the production of the
most complex freeform artefacts. Covering a range of sizes from 1.5mm to 3m, they utilise patented processes
including the mechanical "ZeekoClassic" technology and the "ZeekoJet" solution. These cost effective
solutions are deterministic and scalable from the smallest cell-phone requirements to the largest astronomy
applications and are suitable for polishing most materials from traditional optics materials, stainless steel etc
to both tungsten carbide and silicone carbide. In those processes, the polishing tool, which can move in three
rotating axes and two angles of inclination, is scanned across the surface of the stationary component in a
predetermined path.
Zeeko also develops metrology solutions to support the
fabrication of those ultra precision surfaces. In particular, onmachine proﬁlometry and the innovative addition of an
actuated interferometer mounted onto a test tower
surrounding the machine remove the need to take
components off the machine for measurement during the
polishing process.
Components polished on Zeeko machines

Laser ablation
Zeeko had no experience in laser ablation prior to the DIPLAT project. However, Zeeko brings in its machine
tool builder experience and in particular its control expertise to the task of developing a solution for the
synchronization of a machine laser scanner head and its conventional (linear and rotary) axes. This effort is
aimed at expanding the range of achievable freeform geometries as well as reducing the machining time.

Illustration of the ablation process for modelling considerations

Zeeko's own products focus on polishing and
metrology of high precision surfaces. The polishing
process is a non-conventional manufacturing process
that uses a “soft” tool, while conventional processes
use rigid tools (end mill, …). Laser ablation is another
soft tool based process and as such Zeeko's
experience in the control challenges and CAM
development associated to such processes is also put
to good use. At this point in time, it has materialized
with the development of a Pulsed Laser Ablation (PLA)
simulator.
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Simulation of pulsed laser ablation
Motivation
The current laser ablation process relies heavily on trial-and-error to establish successful machining strategies.
A Pulsed Laser Ablation (PLA) simulator is desirable since it would make it possible to remove or greatly reduce
the actual machining tests required to produce a satisfactory solution by allowing the simulation of processing
strategies so as to evaluate their performance and possibly reﬁne them without the need for extensive testing.
This would enable non-destructive and ofﬂine testing and process development, effectively remove or greatly
reduce the amount of machine time and material waste typically required while developing manufacturing
solutions. Such a simulator would be a very valuable support tool for CAM programming of laser ablation
processes and also the investigation by operators and researchers of new processing strategies.
Principle of simulation
The PLA simulator predicts ablated surfaces resulting
from pulses applied sequentially on user-deﬁned
surfaces and paths. The cornerstone of the simulator is
the ablation model implemented for the prediction of the
laser pulses on the surface being ablated. This model
has been developed by University of Nottingham and
further details can be found in [1]. In a brief summary, it
consists in modelling the incident energy (ﬂuence)
impacting the surface and relating that ﬂuence to the
depth of ablated material.
Laser ablated micro structures in PCD material [G.Eberle]

For the latter, it has been established that the depth of ablated material (Δh) for a laser pulse has a
logarithmic dependence on the laser ﬂuence (ɸ) on the workpiece:
Δh = a log(ɸ) + b
Where a and b are constants for a given material, which are deﬁned via ablation trials.
The ﬂuence impacting the workpiece has been formulated as a function of: average power output of the
laser (P), laser spot diameter (ø), laser spot energy distribution (I), depth of ﬁeld (DOF) and the surface area
being impacted (A):
ɸ = f(P, ø, I, DOF, A, ...)

(see [1] for the deﬁnition of f)

By combining those two equations, the ablated pulse can be computed as a function of the process
parameters:
Δh = a log( f(P, ø, I, DOF, A...) ) + b

The ablation is simulated by summing the pulses
predicted by that model in a sequence forming the
laser path and over a discretized workpiece
surface speciﬁed by the user.
[1] D. Gilbert, M. Stoesslein, D. Axinte, P. Butler-Smith, J. Kell, A time based method for predicting the workpiece surface microtopography under pulsed laser ablation, Journal of Materials Processing Technology, 214-12, Dec. 2014, P3077-3088
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The PLA Simulator
The pulse ablation model developed by University of Nottingham has been integrated by Zeeko into the
purpose-built PLA simulator.
Overview of the simulator
Input and output data deﬁnition and manipulation are essential to this standalone software. For that purpose, it
is organised around 2 workspaces: “Setup” to deﬁne and “Review/Modify” to store and manipulate simulations.
The inputs for a simulation are: start surface,
optional target surface (to which the simulation
outcome could be compared), laser model
(deﬁnition of the parameters for pulse computation), beam path (position of sequence of
pulses to be applied to the surface) which is broken
down into series of passes. Those inputs, as well as
the simulations stored in the “Review/Modify”
workspace are organised into individual libraries.
This effectively eases the setup and running of
various simulations while investigating processing
strategies options: multiple inputs can be deﬁned
and accessible simultaneously and one simulation
is setup by just picking one input in each of the
inputs libraries. Various operations are available on
those libraries: such as deleting, renaming,
duplicating, ...
Each input type can be deﬁned via multiple methods. In particular, MATLAB scripting, where the users can type
and execute their own MATLAB code, is available to deﬁne a surface geometry or pass. Mouse clicking, where
the user manually deﬁnes the pulse locations is possible for the input of a pass. On top of facilitating the
deﬁnition of the simulation inputs, those deﬁnition methods can also be combined to produce almost any
conﬁguration that might be required. The surface and pass inputs and the surface outputs, including the surface
resulting from simulated ablation can be examined in detail using zooming, rotation, panning and data tip
capabilities.
Advanced data management
options are built into the simulator:
input and output data can be saved
at different levels. The top level
represents the full content (i.e. all the
libraries and current state) of a
simulation session; the intermediate
level consists of one or a
combination of libraries which are
offered in the software; at the lowest
level each single input and output
can be stored in an individual ﬁle.
Those data can be exported to binary
formats speciﬁc to the simulator, but
also
to “generic” formats (such as CSV (comma separated values), STL (Stereo-Lithography) to facilitate
a
their use, analysis and manipulation in third party software (such as MATLAB, CAD program, Excel). Inputs
can also be deﬁned in that form, effectively allowing the users to deﬁne inputs in external programs.
Finally, the software has been designed to be simple to use and it includes documentation that can be accessed
directly from its help menu.
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Validation of the simulator
The PLA simulator has been validated by comparing the outcomes of ablation experiments and the
corresponding simulations. The ablation model itself had previously been validated at the University of
Nottingham using a nanosecond laser source. The simulator validation experiments have been performed on
the EWAG LASER LINE machine at ETH Zurich using a picosecond laser source. Some simple features, of
length L = 2mm, have been ablated: ﬂat, tilted, cylindrical convex and concave surfaces. These shapes form
primitives that can be used in the design and making of complex freeform shapes.

Top views and cross sections of surfaces machined for CAM-Simulation validation: from left to right flat pocket,
tilted pocket, convex cylindrical, concave cylindrical

Simulation of ablated convex cylindrical surface

Measurement of laser ablated convex cylindrical surface

The experimental and simulation results are reported in the following table alongside the % difference between
the two.
Experiment
Simulation
% Difference

Shallow Flat
Depth (mm)
0.0700
0.0767
9.6

Deep Flat
Depth (mm)
0.147
0.151
2.7

Tilted Surface
Slope (°)
4.07
4.38
7.6

Convex Surface
Radius (mm)
3.50
3.38
3.4

Concave Surface
Radius (mm)
3.46
3.89
12.4

The outcomes of the simulations are in good agreement with the experiments: the characteristic features are
predicted within 10% for all the features except for the radius of curvature of the concave cylinder where the
difference slightly exceeds 12%. Furthermore, simulations revealed well deﬁned features. This effectively
validates the PLA simulator as a support tool that can be used for the deﬁnition of sensible base strategies while
developing processes for the ablation of freeform geometries.
DIPLAT website: http://www.fp7-diplat.eu
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